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Abstract

● Tind two closest distance (R1, R2) from dataset
with respect to current R*
● All the data of the respective record to (R1, R2)
will be retrieved from MemTable
● Utilize retrieved (Ri, DVDRi, Vi) for Data
Modeling

In many science and engineering investigations,
there are data that are of critical importance but
highly expensive to generate, and there is a strong
incentive to reduce the amount of such data,
since reduction of expensively generated data also
means reduction of data generation costs. But what
is critical is that the data reduction should not lead
to the loss of information carried by the original
larger data set. Thus, for scientific studies with
large expensive datasets, this poster presents an
inexpensive data modeling procedure to replace
the generation of some, hopefully as much as
possible, data. This modeling procedure shows
increased efficiency of the dynamics simulation,
while maintaining the simulation accuracy.

Training Set with threshold 0.1

● To decrease the chance of information loss,
and get more accurate results we add a
Training Set process to the FIND procedure
Step #4: REPLACE

Motivation
● There are a lot expensive data
● Replace expensive data by inexpensive
modeling [1]
● Modeling must not cause loss of information
within the threshold of the problem.

Training Set with threshold 0.05

VENUS Chemical Dynamics Simulation [3]

Data Modeling
Step #1: Calculate the to-be-modeled data

#of Original Calculations VS. #of Interpolation calls

Results

General Approach

Conclusions

● Memorize
● Find
● Replace

Step #2: MEMORIZE
(No Training set): Potential Energy (V) - 1000 steps of
trajectory calculation for two atoms of Hydrogen (H2)

Apply Training Set:

Store to-be-modeled data into a dynamic In-Memory
database (MemTable)

Chemical Dynamics
Simulation
Classical trajectory chemical dynamics simulations
provides all process needed to calculate the
simulations including Gas-surface collisions,
Energy distribution, Energy transfer and
chemical reaction and … [2]. A general and most
practical approach to perform classical trajectory
chemical dynamics simulation is to calculate the:
● Potential energy
● Potential gradient
● Electronic structure

● Highly expensive computations by sceintific
applications.
● Incentive to reduce those huge cost
calculations with a Data Modeling
● Fairly good results for replacing expensive
calculated data by proper data modeling in the
chemical dynamics simulation (VENUS)
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Step #3: FIND (applied for two atoms)
● Apply Interpolation technique:
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